


TATIANA ABRANTES

“Confound The Appetite “
Oil and Mixed Media on Canvas 
36” x 29”
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“A work of art can only come from the interior of man. Art is the form of the image formed upon the nerves, heart, 
brain, and eye of man,” said Edvard Munch.  Portuguese artist Tatiana Abrantes infuses expressionist elements and 
brings her subjects to life as she captures an intimate vision of the human soul. Her bold and expressive figurative 
compositions reveal hauntingly provocative images and mysterious forms which are rendered with a powerful 
emotional poignancy.  As she explores life’s journey through emptiness and meaning; her visceral iconography 
builds a bridge into the vortex of the heart and imparts visual cues into the pain of the human soul. By blending 
a distinct expressionist style with her deep love of Africa,   her oeuvre draws on the energy and movement of the 
human heart while retaining the essence and action of creation. 

Portraying a   place of deeper contemplation,   Ms. Abrantes   immerses herself in sweeping   arcs of pigment as 
she creates a visual mantra of introspective meditation. Her hypnotic compositions reflect an interest in primary 
hues. An intuitive logic seems to inform Ms. Abrantes’ transitions between shapes and hues as color blocks are 
controlled by contrasting line networks through which she articulates human emotion through  her expressive 
oeuvre .   Her emotive compositions are dominated by fields of color in which the play of light and shadow allow 
her subjects float in a space that seems to cradle them and impose on them all at once.

“My work is a reflection of myself and people, and what I intend is always to convey through my paintings a spe-
cific message which has influenced my life and that of others: The beauty as well as the horror, love and despair 
present in life,” says Ms. Abrantes of her inspiration. Complex and sophisticated, Tatiana Abrantes’ paintings 
express the visceral pain and sorrow of life in general as well as being reflective of the political pain and strife of 
the African people and through this complex syntax she opens the doors to memories not only of pain, but of love. 
That sense of memory and reflection finds expression in the air of turbulence that pervades her compelling compo-
sitions. Challenging viewers to go beyond the physical self to the realm of the spirit, her oeuvre is a conduit which 
draws the viewer into a new relationship with their own life force and with the vast power of the human will. 



ANN GORES

“Sun Loving Lilies”
Oil on Canvas
30” x 40”
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Henri Rousseau proclaimed, “When I go out into the countryside and see the sun and the green and everything flower-
ing, I say to myself, yes indeed, all that belongs to me! Nothing makes me so happy as to observe nature and to paint 
what I see.”  Washington artist Ann Gores enlivens visual surroundings through an adept design template treating 
equally the importance of line and color, burgeoning delicate forms from dynamic linear outlines exaggerated through 
formative pools of brilliant hues.  Her’ technical skills as a draftsman of lines as well as a painter of color theory al-
lows her to transform nature into her own fantastical image, visually treating a now urbanized contemporary culture 
by expressing the vibrancy, vivacity and energy of the natural world never out of reach through active imagination.
 
By capturing the evanescent temporality of nature, her art extracts the dynamism of natural fauna and interprets its 
vibrancy correlating the direct link between nature and human emotion, organic landscapes and floral paintings are 
powerful reminders of the importance of the majesty of nature. Declaring the beauty and strength of our environment, 
her art underscores that nature is universal and can be experienced by everyone, as she reminds us that the natural 
elements that are accessible to all. With her unique ability to use color to achieve ethereal clarity, this Washington 
stated artist captures fragments of eternity and freezes them to achieve illuminated visual contemplation. Successfully 
distilling a singular scene into a single moment in time, achieves a delicate balance by probing an inner depth and a 
dynamic power of imagery, resulting in an emotive and aesthetically memorable scene.
 
 Bright, buoyant and full of life, Ann Gores depicts nature at its best. Brilliantly combining both efforts, her line en-
livens saturated pools of color, and in turn the vivacity in extraordinary hues energizes organically fluid strokes. This 
symbiosis and ideal order in formal composition bursts into the subject matter itself: the idealized natural world. Con-
tinuing the tradition of the French Masters, Anne Gores transforms the natural world around her, making it an image 
reflecting the powers of the imagination, towards an otherworldly presentation fit for expansive explorations of the 
celebration of nature. Ms. Gores invites viewers to share in an effervescent glimpse of a deli rendered in the second 
order color palette of green, orange and violet. Ms. Gores does not limit her compositions to the natural world, but 
expands the world, breaking boundaries and exceeding the limits of mere representation, enacting viewers to realize 
their own ability for visual autonomy and ownership of an imagination that exceeds the rational drive of urbanization. 
One realizes and takes advantage of the simplistic capability for imaginative exploration through visual imagery in 
Ms. Gores’ dazzling compositions. 



“A Singular Valley of a Transformative Ruin” 
Pencil Drawing and Dry Ink Wash 
40″ x 35.5″

AMY HARPER
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“Remember, a line cannot exist alone; it always brings a companion along. Do remember that one line 
does nothing; it is only in relation to another that it creates a volume,” insisted Henri Matisse. Italian 
artist Amy Elizabeth Harper demonstrates the voluminous effectiveness of lines upon lines in her etched 
prints, bringing her figurative subjects to life with a deft hand. Using the intaglio style of print making, 
Ms. Harper carefully cuts the image to me made into her matrix, using the ink wash to bring the image to 
life, creating wonderfully complex and delicate works with all the textures and softness of a real person. 
Imbued with vivacious energy; each figure and face as an intrinsic sense of motion within it which allows 
each piece to transcend its two-dimensional state.

Distinctly detailed, each stroke and line contributes to the overall feeling of each etching, breathing life-
like sensation into the ink. The eyes of each person drip with charismatic emotion, allowing the viewer to 
imagine them as real people and imbuing them with a certain level of interactivity. There is a strong desire 
to reach through the doorway of the etching to grab the hand across from you and this mimetic quality 
truly establishes Amy Elizabeth Harper’s mastery over the medium. Elegant and lovingly crafted, each 
etching speaks to the human condition in gesture and in form, allowing us as viewers to place a history 
upon each different image. 

“My subject matter and approach to intaglio methods are only evidence of my evolution personally and 
artistically. I experienced no sudden revelation or epiphany on a particular matter,” says Ms. Harper 
about her work. It is in this artistic evolution that Amy Elizabeth Harper’s truly  unique talent can be 
observed. The potential energy contained in each line and seam explores the depth and distance between 
people, thoroughly exploring the tumultuous trek of existence through expression and gesture, inviting 
many different interpretations. There is a distinct transmutation taking place within each work, turning 
the ephemeral into the eternal. 



“Beach House”
Writing Pencil on Paper 
4.5” x 9”

THOMAS HOWARD
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“Drawing is the honesty of the art. There is no possibility of cheating. It is either good or bad,” proclaimed 
Salvador Dali. Self-taught artist Thomas Howard’s pencil drawings are boldly underscored by this state-
ment, their hyper-realistic nature leaving no room for a misplaced line. Each figure and subject is crafted 
with careful attention to detail, monochromatic shading providing a tantalizingly organic breath of life. 
Each figure’s mimetic presence calls to mind the sketches of Renaissance artists, studies of musculature 
and pose in order to imbue their works with vivacious energy, all of which is reflected in Mr. Howard’s 
body of work. 

Scintillatingly drawn, each figure holds within it an inherent sensuality, the appearance of soft skin is jux-
taposed against the stark contrasts of black and white, giving each figure an almost landscape quality, hills 
and valleys formed in the curves of muscles and fabric, coyly tempting the viewer into looking longer, to 
discover hidden details. Each stroke of the pencil exudes loving attention to detail, thoroughly planned 
and spontaneous all at once, a certain amount of kinetic energy flowing through each piece lending to the 
illusion of three-dimensionality. It’s almost amazing to think that the figures within each drawing won’t 
actually get up and start moving, their lifelike qualities speaking volumes.

Thomas Howard’s photo-realist style captures motion and detail with amazing, artistic precision, speaking 
to the mastery of the artist as he crafts each figure lovingly from the ground up. Rendered in an exquisite 
style, Mr. Howard’s different drawings are filled with charismatic figures and shapes, capturing the atten-
tion of the viewer and refusing to let go even while teasing us with tantalizing textures. 

  



“Saturnalia”  
Acrylic on Canvas  
52″ x 38″

JACK JASPER
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“Art is everywhere, except it has to pass through a creative mind,” said Louise Nevelson.  Inspired by 
this philosophy, Chicago artist Jack Jasper creates a chimeric world populated by  mystical  terrestrial 
and celestial paradoxical silhouettes which ethereally reveal how a creative mind can translate dreams 
into tangible forms.  By integrating the visual vocabularies of surrealism, figurative along with abstrac-
tion, Mr. Jasper  creates a surrealist fantasy universe of his own. Drawing his inspiration from life and 
legend, his pastel hued chimeric world resonates with  illusory figures who dance on the edge of fantasy, 
revealing a powerful, expressive vision in reference to Aboriginal Dreamings. Resonating with a dis-
tinctive, dreamlike aura, his ethereal amorphous figures float in a symbol-laden elusive, wondrous vista 
reflecting a vortex of  emotions. 

Allowing himself the freedom to use many different types of inspiration, Jack Jasper’s otherworldly 
transfigurations represent the haunting and turbulent side of human nature.   Speaking in languages 
both iconographic and purely visual, the focal point of Jack Jasper oeuvre centers around his own styl-
ized version of the human figure.  The amalgamation of these diverse artistic traditions explode as a 
metaphor for the complexities of cross-cultural life’s experiences as he invites viewers to celebrate his 
unique vision.  With his visually arresting and highly original works, his visceral compositions express 
his internal world and inner emotions which mirror visions of the innermost syntax of the human soul. 
 
“My art is relational. I have always been fascinated by creation myths and I perceive the universe as 
having evolved from one catastrophic event. From one point, everything emerges, with the best scenar-
ios trying to rush to completion,” says Mr. Jasper of his relationship to his work. Through this creative 
exchange with chaos and order, Jack Jasper ultimately forms his own creation myth via the canvas, 
balancing universal constants in order to create something new and spectacular.  Expertly combining a 
varied color palette, juxtaposing bright and muted shades, this skilled artist adroitly paints each image 
with a dynamic flow.  His chaotically organized oeuvre offers a keen eye for color, texture, and design,  
His control over his technique produces this essence for the viewer, giving us an intimate tete-a-tete 
with the inner workings of his creative heart and soul. 



“From Mind to Eternity” 
Colography Linocut on Hahnemulle Paper 
34.65″ x 25.98″

TOMASZ KUKAWSKI
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“The creative act is not formed by the artist alone; the spectator brings the work in contact with the external 
world by deciphering and interpreting its inner qualifications and thus adds his contribution to the creative act,” 
claimed Marcel Duchamp, highlighting the relationship between the viewer and the canvas. Polish artist Tomasz 
Kukawski’s dynamic works invite the eye to peruse fine details, keeping themselves open for interpretation and 
exploration. Almost sculptural in impact and effect, Mr. Kukawski’s mixed media works are dripping with mys-
tery and enchantment, calling to mind the impossible geometry described in the short-stories of the nineteenth 
century that was designed to draw a reader into the world established by the artist. 

Demonstrating amazing depth of field, each of Tomasz Kukawski’s works are imbued with a subtle, haunting 
quality that takes the geometric elements to an entirely different level, lending them a serene, meditative qual-
ity. A Dadaist quality moves through Mr. Kukawski’s body of work; asking the viewer to look beyond the rigid 
boarders of the shapes and look into the lines between, underscoring personal meaning with a stark and highly 
contrasted color palette. There is a subtle beauty in this obfuscated openness, ultimately allowing for a much 
more direct and personal connection to each work. 

Utterly engaging and dynamic, each of Mr. Kukawski’s pieces is captivating in an individualistic way, allowing 
everyone to have a different experience upon viewing. Complex and masterful in the creation of depth and field, 
Tomasz Kukawski’s artistic technique takes technical skill and innate understanding of emotion and space to cre-
ate something truly vivacious and unique in scope. There is a timeless quality that permeates his arresting oeuvre, 
a deep sense of eternal meaning lying behind the layers. 



“Enchanting Nature”  
Watercolor on Paper 
40″ x 32.5”

ADRIENNE KYROS
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“In order to make progress, there is only nature, and the eye is turned through contact with her,” said 
Paul Cezanne of the process of painting. With her eye turned to nature, Illinois-based artist Adrienne 
Kyros translates the juvenescence and glory of mother earth in her illuminated watercolor and oil 
compositions as she creates a spectral paradise on earth. Through the transcendence of color, Ms. 
Kyros’s dream-like, majestic floral- landscape images are visual metaphors for the bounty of the ter-
restrial kingdom as she captures the stoic essence of feeling at peace with nature.

Synthesizing her natural tableaux into a symposium of line and soaring color, Adrienne Kyros imbues 
her work with thick brushstrokes and a heavily saturated kaleidoscopic color palette as she creates 
dream-like sublime visions of nature.  With an innate sensitivity, this gifted artist’s oeuvre joyfully 
communicates the exuberant language of the floral and landscape realm through undulating bursts of 
color.  Her arresting visceral vision encapsulates an idyllic, contemplative serenity where the presence 
of light and shadow radiate a divine visual poetry as the viewer is displaced from his contemporary 
setting and feels he is on the cusp of another timeless yet transitory otherworld. A myriad of rich 
expressive hues intersect on the canvas with a beautiful intermingling of earthy greens, vivid reds and 
pinks as well as blues and bright yellows, all of which contribute to a feeling of tranquility and charm.  
Conveying a message of hope and peace, Adrienne Kyros encourages us to inhale the beauty of nature 
and embrace its joie de vivre.  Her oeuvre reminds us that nature is a source of sustenance and happi-
ness, symbolizing the love for the world we all share.

Encapsulating the verdant fertility and chthonic beauty of the environment, Adrienne Kyros’ expan-
sive, elegant watercolor creations are a joy to behold, reveling in the natural beauty of the earth and 
translating it into a creative realm. Each leaf and branch ultimately takes on a new life when viewed 
through the lens of Ms. Kyros’ dexterous brush strokes, a re-invigoration of our inherent love for earth 
coming as a result. Her paintings are rich dedications to the land, basking in the graceful energy that 
comes forth from it.
 



“Speech Concerto #3″
 Oil on Canvas 
32″ x 24″

C.F. LAU
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Stylistically inspired by Leonardo da Vinci who proclaimed: “The eye encompasses the beauty of the 
whole world,” Contemporary Chinese Master, C. F. Lau’s unique artistic vision spans the ethereal 
beauty of the natural world.  Galvanized by the past yet focused on the present, Mr. Lau reinterprets the 
harmony and symmetry of nature in his lyrical oeuvre stating: “People appreciate the beauty that comes 
from nature.” 
 
Establishing himself as a master of art, C.F. Lau ethereally explores the influence of both East and West 
as he integrates nature and harmony into his paintings.  Continuing the ancient tradition of nature paint-
ing, the Hong-Kong based  Mr. Lau breathes new life into this revered, time honored style of artwork, 
capturing an intimate vision of the inner experience of nature with a fluid, semi-abstract style.  A strong 
harmonic visual narrative permeates his oeuvre and echoes through the viewer’s five senses as he ad-
dresses the contemporary world with vibrant visual intensity.
 
In his elegantly executed compositions, C.F. Lau draws on the energy of the universe and focuses his 
tableaux on the dynamic harmony and balance of the elements.  Reinterpreting traditional nature paint-
ings along with addressing contemporary issues, he brings abstract style and brushwork to his organic 
compositions, creating an oeuvre infused with spiritual balance.  In other abstracted compositions, he 
eliminates the figurative and utilizes intersecting spirals, rings and spheres along with a shifting color 
palette, offering an interpretation that we are all interconnected in the universe.  By transcribing these 
issues, his oeuvre extols both humanity and beauty which connects us to the natural world.  With a pro-
found visual narrative, he captures the impalpable and reveals the invisible within the visible.



“Mediterranee” 
Acrylic on Canvas 
31.5″ x 31.5″

LONGHI-de BOUARD
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Inspired by Kandinsky’s proclamation: “Color provokes a psychic vibration. Color hides a power still 
unknown but real, which acts on every part of the human body.” French artist  Longhi-de Bouard’s 
abstract expressionistic oeuvre emblematizes this statement through her spectral, minimal canvases re-
verberating with dynamic hues and dazzling tones. Working with a layered complexity of influences; 
moods, past experiences and observances of life,  Longhi-de Bouard’s builds a visual song of lyrical 
expressionistic abstraction seeking to channel the energized act of painting into a fresh form of a visual 
syntax.

Painting a kaleidoscopic dreamscape, color is the signature hallmark of Longhi-de Bouard’s oeuvre with 
colors that float effervescently on the canvas, creating an atmospheric haze. Bathing her forms in an 
abstracted gem-colored background comprised of a color palette of Mediterranean blues, sunlit yellows 
and earth reds, she often outlines her forms in black to further embolden the color.   Inspired by Abstract 
expressionism, this gifted artist creates a startling   synesthetic   phenomenon as her unbridled emotion 
reveals a singular language resulting in a cornucopia of color, which contributes to a tactile quality.  Her 
imprimatur of saturated spectrum of hues and luscious tones result in canvases of decadent aesthetic 
beauty and mesmerizing opulence, which evanescently manifest a mystical aura.

Exploring an inner aesthetic terrain resonating with a visual invocation of the subconscious, Longhi-
de Bouard’s canvases vibrate with a moment-to-moment synthesis of experience and inward direction. 
She paints with an instinctive and improvisational emphasis on color and composition, and delves into 
abstract space between the emotional and rational self. This awakening of the subconscious serves as 
both a starting point which expresses an interior life filled with shapes, fantasy and color.   Within each 
compelling abstract painting, Longhi-de Bouard achieves a delicate balance between color and form, 
culminating  in a strong sense of harmony.  



“Love is in the Air” 
Acrylic on Canvas 
40″ x 30″

SUBODH 
MAHESHWARI
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Henri Matisse declared, “An artist must possess Nature. He must identify himself with her rhythm, by efforts 
that will prepare the mastery which will later enable him to express himself in his own language.” Inspired by 
this Matisse theory of nature, California artist Subodh Maheshwari transforms nature into a magical wonderland 
rendering her own unique Magic Realism vision of the world. Exploring the effervescent energies and fleeting 
dynamism of the natural world, her color saturated Magic Realism paintings create luscious scenes of the flora 
and fauna kingdom which resonate with a splendid fiction echoing her personal sentiments.

Subodh Maheshwari’s artistic license wondrously embellishes the vistas in her landscape and floral paintings as 
she exaggerates the shapes of the views to organically undulating forms mirroring the surrealist glory of nature.  
Her opulent palette emphasizes the luscious colors of the world in brilliantly saturated hues as she encapsulates 
the natural light of the sun during a brilliant day or the moon on a clear night.  Luscious trees and  succulent flow-
ers all equally engage visual interest as Ms. Maheshwari brilliantly reminds us to always appreciate and treasure 
our environment because nature.

Through swirling brushstrokes and organic compositions, Subodh Maheshwari’s billowing expressionist paint-
ings capture visions of earthly delights which radiate superlative color, light and composition, and a kaleido-
scopic color palette takes center stage. Bathing her fantastical landscapes in saturated luminous hues, her palette 
is dominated by deep shades of cerulean blue, forest green, scarlet red and lemon yellow, her brilliant coloration 
illuminates the pieces. With rhythmic energy, she richly transposes the majesty of nature onto her canvases.
 
Evanescently enchanting, her enthusiastic exploration of nature expresses the brilliance of our terrain as this mas-
terful artist surprises, delights and she invites the viewer to inhale the joy of our world.  The abstract background 
pulsates with vibrancy due to the brilliant hue. Together, the organic purity of stoic nature paired with the zealous 
energy of the sun-lit background spark excitement for viewers. Her opulent paintings play with the extraordinary 
acclivity of nature showing that in all of its organic glory, nature can be positively enhanced through the artist’s 
trained eye. Her masterful use of saturated hues transforms sublime vistas via her organically dynamic brushwork 
which translates into wonderfully illustrated scenes beaming with brilliant illumination.



Deconstruction #24 Oil on Canvas 16 x 24

“Vida” 
Photography 
20.3″ x 35.4″

GERALDO MELO
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“A photograph is a secret about a secret. The more it tells you the less you know,” proclaimed Diane Arbus of 
her chosen craft. Brazilian photographer Geraldo Melo’s pictures take the viewer through a melange of secrets, 
observing via the lens how people interact and become one with the environment around them. The eye of his 
camera captures people and places in motion, allowing the viewer to get a sense of the energy surrounding 
them, becoming a part of the scene and being drawn into the kinetic energy of the snap-shot. 

Uniquely vivacious and grand, each one of Geraldo Melo’s photographs contains the motion and speed of a 
cinematic film, giving the illusion that each of the subjects in the photograph could jump to life at any moment. 
There is a gorgeous spontaneity contained in his oeuvre, offering up a bright, beautiful understanding of the 
world and all its moving parts. Each picture creates a narrative in and of itself that is open for interpretation, 
inviting questions and giving few answers as that is not its goal. Ultimately, each image in an experience unto 
itself, allowing the audience to step through the doorway of the picture and into a world bustling with life and 
sounds and smells that they have never known, and adventure offered in film. 

Geraldo Melo sees the world in a caring, exuberant way, portraying it for his audience in its most beautiful 
state. By sharing his vision with us, Mr. Melo gives us the chance to share in his wonderment at the ways in 
which humans become one with their surroundings, making them feel whole and lived in. There is no sense of 
displacement in his photos, merely a continuation, environment running through the populous and vice-versa. 
Charged with life and energy, each one of his photos is a gorgeous amalgamation of human civilization on earth, 
showing just how important that humanity is not only to the scenery, but to the world itself. 



Deconstruction #24 Oil on Canvas 16 x 24

“Earth Magic” 
Pastel on Paper 
9.8″ x 9.8″

KEVIN McCABE
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“Colour acts simultaneously with form, but has nothing to do with form,” said Georges Braque, rumi-
nating on the relationship of color and form. The pastels of International Artist Kevin McCabe take this 
relationship further, melding this simultaneous action even further until one side cannot exist without 
the other. Mr. McCabe’s figurative, expressionist works are filled to the brim with emotion, highlighted 
by the natural ways in which line and hue work together to invoke a spectrum of differing interpreta-
tions. Each piece has a life of its own, crafted with ingenious care and creativity which brings out the 
full potential of every figure. 

Radiating with a deep, passionate energy, Kevin’ McCabe’s pastel works tap into the deep seated anxi-
eties in all of us, calling upon that angst to derive base emotional response. The tension that runs 
through his oeuvre like a cable ready to snap keeps the viewer on the edge of their seats, searching for 
that little detail that will cause the break, giving each one of Mr. McCabe’s pieces an indefinable power. 
Their bright colors and somber tone create contrasting stimuli, filled with dramatic lighting and shadow 
which adds to the experience of viewing his work. This masterful use of pastel as a medium reflects an 
almost painterly quality, showing the ways in which this material can be used to create wonders. 

Kevin McCabe’s alchemic works are expertly crafted pieces, wielding their expressionist roots to the 
fullest effect via their strong atmosphere and clean line work even in the shadows. This vivacious, en-
ergetic quality permeates the pastels and lifts them to a higher plane of existence, adding distinct levels 
of depth which invite and challenge interpretation. Each piece is unique in scope and vision, presenting 
the viewer with a wide range of emotional understanding and invocation. The subtle yet strong tones of 
angst that weave their way through the medium just continue to add facets to the gem that is the body 
of Kevin McCabe’s work.



Deconstruction #24 Oil on Canvas 16 x 24

“Rent’s Due” 
Oil on Canvas 
16″ x 20″

HELEN HORN 
MUSSER
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Paul Cezanne stated, “Right now a moment of time is fleeting by! Capture its reality in paint.” 
Following Cezanne’s credo, Texas based artist Helen Horn Musser’s Contemporary Western 
Realism canvases glorify the colorful side of the heraldic American West, and are visual docu-
mentations celebrating the vibrant lifestyle of the Old West, including Cowboys, Posses, Sa-
loon Can-Can Dancers, as well as animals that roam on the range. Her star-spangled hallmark 
paintings are sparkling tributes to Western America and are influenced by the Western Cowboy 
environment, rejoicing in its robust lifestyle and vigorous activities. Immortalizing the rough 
riders of the West and their flamboyant women, her period paintings record the sublimity of the 
western aesthetic coupled with a meticulous painterly style. Inspired by the adage: “Go West 
Young Man!” Ms. Musser leads the viewer down the “quest-for-west” trail and enshrines the 
western life style in a Five Star Salute to the Golden West.
 
Her superb western paintings colorfully resonate with a powerful visual narrative, calling to 
mind the John Wayne westerns of the 1950s and 60s in their color and subject matter. Honoring 
their western spirit, Ms. Musser’s art epitomizes the romance and glittering allure of the Old 
West by evoking powerful human emotions as her bronco busters become swaggering formida-
ble machismo heroes. Orchestrating her visionary images through a diverse, syncopated color 
palette, her oeuvre is a harmonic song to the spirit of the West. Her vibrant colors are a virtual 
fireworks display of creativity and exuberant energy. By emphasizing color juxtapositions, one 
observes the flow of hue and line, shape and form, which become intricately interwoven. Re-
vealing an utterly sumptuous depiction of texture and exquisite attention to detail, Ms. Musser 
illuminates the aesthetic allurement of her subjects and scenes allowing them to speak with 
intimacy, providing a universal connection with all human beings. Timeless in nature, these 
charismatic personalities are rendered with a consummate attention to detail and paramount to 
Ms. Musser is the gorgeous milieu surrounding her figures which contributes to the exciting 
composition of each tableaux. 
 



Deconstruction #24 Oil on Canvas 16 x 24

GELINE PAYNE

“Mount Baker Sunset” 
Acrylic on Canvas 
30″ x 40″
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Inspired by Aristotle’s declaration that: “Art takes Nature as its Model,” Canadian artist Angeline (Ge-
line) Payne is dedicated to the transmission of the beauty of nature in her landscape and floral paint-
ings which incandescently portray the divinity of natural terrain. Her incandescent heaven-on-earth 
landscapes commemorate the majesty of nature as she immortalizes the permanence of our natural 
world.   Inhaling the beauty of nature and exhaling its joy, Ms. Payne’s  creates landscape tableaux with 
ingenious color and powerful light, as  she encapsulates the spiritual essence and divinity of the terrain.  
Channeling Impressionist inspirations into her illuminated panoramas, her mosaic-hued compositions 
transport the viewer into a romantic dialogue with the natural world.

Drawn to painting nature, both from a micro and macro perspective, her landscape and floral canvases 
are influenced by a long Canadian cultural heritage which showcases the rich, dazzling colors of the 
Canadian terrain.  Through a spectral color palette, she invites a spiritual contemplation of the luscious-
ness of the land as she fuses the dazzling imagery of nature with the sensation and emotionality of 
powerful painterly expressions. Wishing to enshrine that which is beautiful, she freezes joyful scenarios 
and offers a permanent remembrance of charming moments that inspire through their peaceful serenity. 
Punches of warm blues, sun-kissed lavender and verdant green contribute to the sun-dappled highlights. 
Both modern and timeless, Ms. Payne’s evanescent compositions provide beauty and inspiring concepts 
as she commemorates the splendor of nature and immortalizes the permanence of our natural world. 

Celebrating the kaleidoscopic color patterns of nature and its reflective surface in the landscape, she 
rejoices in mother nature’s lush curves and fiery colors. By translating nature’s eternity, she adroitly 
encapsulates nature’s everlasting presence, revealing the deeply profound moments when there is a 
connection to its vital energy.  By allowing the emotional power of the landscape to filter into her can-
vases, the result is a radiantly dramatic remembrance of an encounter with �nature that transcends the 
everyday. With unique imagination, respective and divine lyricism, Ms. Payne challenges the viewer to 
treasure the wonders of the land.
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DOUG SIMON

“High Tension” 
Oil on Canvas 
16″ x 20″
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Influenced by Paul Gaugin philosophy “Do not copy nature too much. Art is an abstraction,” Contemporary Cali-
fornia artist Doug Simon is inspired by  the light and colors of the landscape of nature and channels the terrains’ 
flowing abstract imagery into his  plein air landscape paintings/  Mr. Simon states: “I enjoy working very quickly, 
sometimes on location, gradually building layers of color and texture to mimic nature. Some paintings are later 
finished in the studio as not to contaminate the fresh qualities achieved on location.”  By providing a fresh visual 
syntax of the natural terrain, Mr. Simon’s compositions are invested with imagery reminiscent of nature and 
epitomize the quest to capture the complex, fleeting patterns of nature on canvas. Not only does he offer a new 
perspective on nature, but the artist also energizes one’s visual perspective by illustrating a new dimension of the 
natural world, allowing the audience to contemplate our own visual perception of nature.
 
Encapsulating the evanescent temporality of nature, Mr. Simon’s landscape paintings act as indexical symbols 
as he captures metaphorical shapes and forces from the terrain. His exuberant topography subjects explore the 
expansive of nature, showcasing the national essence of the United States. By highlighting the phenomenon that 
majestically define our native soil, his sunlit serene landscapes express the sublime rejuvenation of experiencing 
the natural world.   The powerful energy of nature’s divine grace is magnified by his expressive color palette, in 
which the balance of bright and muted tones creates a dynamic rhythm and vivid sense of space. The resulting 
images conjure up a world that feels utterly believable and real, while remaining part of the artist’s inner, per-
sonal vision.  The effervescent forces of nature fuse together in his opulent landscapes in which he invites  the 
viewer on a journey among tranquil outdoor scenes and asserts his mastery  over color and form by elevating  the 
landscape from just visual to immersive, sensational experiences. 

Doug Simon’s compositions anthropomorphize into a spiritual harmony uniting humankind with the universe 
as his artworks become meditative portals for viewers to imagine and mediate. Through these labyrinthine cre-
ations, he transports the viewer to a natural paradise where one may contemplate the power, purity and sanctity of 
nature.  Manifesting his sacred connection with nature, Mr. Simon imbues his bountiful canvases with a spirit of 
freedom, resonating with visual majesty and sublime power. An emotional quality is transmitted which becomes 
the true essence of his expressionistic style of painting, using the medium of paint and canvas to become a sym-
bol of one’s emotions about the natural landscape.
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QIONGHUI ZOU

“Cicadas Language Series” 
Mixed Media 
48″ x 36″
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Inspired by Richard Diebnkorn’s proclamation: “It is not a matter of painting life. It’s a matter of giving 
life to a painting,” International artist Qionghui Zou’s abstract paintings offers a bold visual metaphor 
at understanding the cycle of life. Masterfully employing color in her larger than life canvases, she cre-
ates a gloriously vivacious, abstract experience that leads the viewer through a melange of emotions. 
By translating the cycle of life through the cicada symbol, expert use of hue and the controlled brush 
strokes therein. “I keep putting these [cicada] symbols into my works with different colors, different 
structures and different artistic conceptions using mixed media ways,” says Ms. Zou of her art. Her fas-
cination and deep connection to life cycles explodes throughout her pieces, demonstrating a deep con-
nection she, as an artist, has with her work. There is a distinct, painterly quality to these mixed media 
works, a skillful way in which the colors and shapes blend to form an individualized experience.

Every individual life communicates with the others of the same kind; they all have their own “lan-
guage”, including their body language. Although we human beings cannot understand what the cicadas 
talking about, we know they can communicate with each other, a quality of life that Ms. Zou recreates 
with her art. Qionghui Zou’s deep connection to life as it grows in stages is a central, unifying theme 
throughout her body of work, viewing it from the perspective of the cicada’s unique life cycle. The im-
ages of cicadas are the reflections of human beings, creating a journey for the viewer in which their life 
becomes represented by the life cycle of the cicada. Through this complex, visual vocabulary, Ms. Zou 
weaves together compositions that call for a sense of rationality along with a return to our deeply rooted 
connection to nature, as that is where all life in its many forms comes from. 
 
These bold, mixed media pieces shine with distinguished quality, underscoring Qionghui Zou’s paint-
erly expertise and care. There is a loving sense imbued in each art work, giving the viewer the sense 
that each one was created with the utmost attention to detail and brought to life with deep affection. 
Beautiful and expansive, each piece shifts with the light, shimmering like a cicada shell in the sunlight, 
providing the illusion of movement contained under the paint. This unique, adoring joy fills the spaces 
between color, transforming the abstractions of the piece into something tangible and meaningful, mas-
terminding an emotional experience that is unique to each individual.
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JUNE GROUP PRESS RELEASE

AMSTERDAM WHITNEY GALLERY, 511 West 25th Street, Chelsea, New York City, is proud to show in its 
JUNE 19-AUGUST 4, 2015 Exhibition leading Contemporary Master Artists whose work explores the abstract, 
figurative and natural worlds, exalting the realm of the aesthetic through brilliant coloration and dazzling form.  This 
special “Mid-Summer Night’s Dream” exhibition offers a magical tribute which will enchant the senses of both art 
acquisitiors and art aficionados alike with its incandescent renewal and hypnotic regeneration of the visual realm as 
these spellbinding masters define the cultural pulse of the modern art world. Illuminating with symphonic synchronicity, 
these talented artists translate abstract thoughts and familiar scenes into a unique perspective, orchestrated by a bravura 
of brushstrokes accompanied by kaleidoscopic hues. Pulsating with dynamic synergy and expressive artistic creativity, 
these artists render a visual lexicon of sophisticated, eclectic and often joyful representations of the world as they shine 
the spotlight on a unique, universal artistic language, creating dazzling panoramas of visual delight that are infused 
with a divine creative spirit.
 
ENCHANTED SOUL-STICE is a compelling non-objective exhibition that magically unites an invigorated modern 
abstract global vision from international artists hailing from Poland, France, and China. Through innovative visual 
metaphors, expressive brushstrokes, energizing color planes and captivating compositional harmony, these gifted 
artists inventively display their ability to translate the power of dreams and the human imagination onto the canvas with 
carefully balanced shapes and colors. TOMASZ KUKAWSKI’S mixed media works are dripping with mystery and 
enchantment, calling to mind the impossible geometry described in the short-stories of the nineteenth century that were 
designed to draw a reader into the world established by the artist. LONGHI-de BOUARD’S abstract expressionistic 
dazzling oeuvre emblematizes the importance of the non-objective realm through her spectral, minimal canvases 
which  reverberate with dynamic hues and dazzling tones. QIONGHUI ZOU’S fascination with and deep connection 
to life cycles explodes throughout her compositions, demonstrating a deep emotional bond that she, as an artist, has 
with her work. 

CELESTIAL REINCARNATIONS is a prismatic portal to nature which showcases four unique masters from 
North America whose individualistic lexicon of illuminated hues and masterful brushstrokes culminate in visually 
rich and carefully orchestrated contemporary expressionistic reinterpretations of classically inspired perceptions of 
nature. Singing with radiant light and reverberating with luscious color, these enchanted still life, floral and landscape 
works luminously echo the timelessness and beauty of our world. Demonstrating an unparalleled ability to capture the 
essence and spirit of the natural world with gorgeous depictions of pastoral vistas, these lush compositions transport 
the viewer to idyllic locations through vivid color palettes and tantalizing textures. ANN GORES’ luminescent floral 
and landscape oeuvre celebrates the glory of nature as she inhales its beauty and exhales the joy of the natural terrain 
with swirling pools of brilliant hues. ADRIENNE KYROS translates the juvenescence and glory of nature in her 
illuminated majestic floral and landscape watercolor compositions which create a spectral paradise on earth through the 
transcendence of color, and become metaphors for the bounty of the terrestrial kingdom. SUBODH MAHESHWARI 
renders her own unique Magic Realism vision of nature by employing a dazzling spectral color palette that reverberates 
with bold, saturated primary colors resulting in brilliantly hued landscape and floral paintings. GELINE PAYNE’S 
iridescent landscapes are filled with vivacious, exuberant energy, bringing the viewer into their jewel-toned world. 
 



LABYRINTH To a DREAM exhibits artists from Portugal, Australia, and the U.S. whose paintings celebrate the 
mysterious and the obfuscated, showing visions in the shadows of the world around us. These artists transport viewers 
to a celestial fantasy world of the eye which reverberates with effervescent, provocative rendering. Each of these 
masterful artists express the magnificence of nature with luminescent visual stimulation as they shine the spotlight on 
the splendors of the sensorial realm and take us on a visual odyssey through our environment, inspiring poetic messages 
of serenity within our world. TATIANA ABRANTES’ expressionist works explore the darker edges of perception 
with their macabre themes and colors. AMY HARPER’S intaglio work is imbued with vivacious energy, each figure 
and face as an intrinsic sense of motion within it, allowing each work to transcend its two-dimensional state. KEVIN 
McCABE’S figurative, expressionist works are filled to the brim with emotion, highlighted by the natural ways in 
which line and hue work together to invoke a spectrum of differing interpretations.
 
REVERIES To The SUN & The MOON features four artists who encourage us to appreciate the wonders of the 
world with an alluring synthesis of modernity as they whisk the audience on a magic odyssey to exotic realms of the 
imagination. Through their innovative tableaux, each artist highlights with magnificent color and precise form dazzling 
sensorial perspectives as they masterfully metamorphosize the vibrancy of the universe. Each figure and each subject 
in THOMAS HOWARD’S pencil drawings are crafted with careful attention to detail, with monochromatic shading 
providing a tantalizingly organic breath of life. By integrating the visual vocabularies of surrealism, figurative along 
with abstraction JACK JASPER creates a surrealist fantasy universe of his own. GERALDO MELO’S photography 
captures the multitude of ways in which people interact with the environment, making them a part of the landscape 
themselves. HELEN HORN MUSSER’S contemporary Western Realism canvases glorify the colorful side of the 
heraldic American West, and are visual documentations celebrating the vibrant lifestyle of the Old West, including 
Cowboys, Posses, Saloon Can-Can Dancers, as well as animals that roam on the range. 
 
COLLECTORS’ CHOICE exhibition showcases the ethereal paintings of two master contemporary artists. C.F. 
LAU reinterprets the harmony and symmetry of nature in his lyrical oeuvre stating: “People appreciate the beauty that 
comes from nature.” By providing a fresh visual syntax of the natural terrain, DOUG SIMON’S compositions are 
invested with imagery reminiscent of nature and epitomize the quest to capture the complex, fleeting patterns of nature 
on canvas.  


